
 

 

 

Abstract— Web usage mining (WUM) become an essential tool 

for the electronic marketing and it is widely used to know the 

behavior of the users. Web log can be collected through sources like 

web server and proxy server. Websites uses some mechanism like 

cookies to collect the users‘ data. The navigation pattern of users‘ are 

very important for the website owners to improve the way presenting 

information and make more number of users to the website. Pattern 

generation and analysis are the important phases of data mining. The 

paper proposes a data preprocess and transformation technique for 

web log data. The dataset of Clarknet is used for the experimental 

purpose for the proposed technique. The focus of the paper is to give 

an insight into the data preprocess to generate useful pattern for the 

improvement of the website. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

EBSITE is a collection of webpage and it is in a semi – 

structured location called web. Many researches have 

been carried out for the improvement of the web. Discovery 

and analysis of pattern are the techniques useful for web 

personalization. Web marketing becomes more popular in the 

media to bring more visitors to the particular website. Web 

mining uses new direction in the web marketing. Web mining 

has the potential to find out the target customers. Exploring 

web log will not give a clear idea about the user of the website. 

The semantic of a web restrict developers to get details about 

visitors. Browsers, web servers and proxy servers are the keys 

in the web mining. Web cache and cookies used to improve 

the speed of accessing website but it delays the process of 

identification of visitors. Data gathered at user side will take 

time to reach the web server; it may be invalid while reaching 

the web server. Storage is the obstacle in the web mining 

process. Web developers hire third party to store their web log 

in the cloud therefore there is a possibility of manipulating the 

web log. There is no proper tool available for the WUM. 
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Available tools are having own criteria for evaluating data.  

 

Data preprocess is the vital process in web mining. 

Generally web log has more unclear data and it has to be 

sorted out before the pattern generation. Preprocess build a 

pathway for the pattern generation and evaluation. The size of 

the log file will be reduced by the preprocess phase. Cleaning, 

formatting and trimming are the sub processes of data 

preprocess. Web server has three kinds of formats and it will 

be discussed in the later part of the paper.  

Web marketing tools exercise the website by using the web 

log and finds out the visitors navigation pattern and finally 

analyze the pattern gives suggestion for the improvement of 

the website. A website normally has three kinds of users and 

they are potential users, frequent users and synthetic users. The 

later part of the paper explains in detail about the types of 

users.  

This paper focuses on preprocessing of web log and 

transforms into a numerical form to generate a pattern. 

Generally web usage mining has the disadvantage of disclosing 

the user information of the website. Web log stores the ip 

address of the users accessing the web page. Web usage 

mining violates the privacy of the users.  Transforming into 

numerical form is an added advantage to hide the user details 

from the outside world. Websites and forums started 

publishing their web log information in numerical format.  In 

this research, the web log is divided according to the types of 

users to know the exact browsing pattern. Session and 

transaction identification are the other important information 

for pattern discovery. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Web usage mining tools are familiarized in the web to 

analyze the website usage and user data. Web log is the source 

for the tools. It is the text file which contains the information 

like Ip address, accessed page, time and browser details. The 

tools used for the analysis have their own criteria to identify 

the user and session. Normally, Ip addreses are matched with 

addresses stored in Geo Ip databases to find out the exact 

location of the user. The tools give outline information about 

the website. Pattern generation and evaluation are left out by 

the tools. Data preprocess and transformation covers half of 

the work in pattern generation. Various researches have been 

carried out in web mining. Lara D.Catledge et al.[1] proposed 

the method to characterize the browsing pattern in the web. 

This was the pathway for the other researchers start their work 

in the field of web mining. Jaideep srivastava et al.,[2] have 

done a survey on web usage mining techniques and gave a 

prototypical example for web usage mining.P.Nithya et 

al.[3][4], proposed a preprocessing technique to remove global 

and local noise exist in web log. The research has presented an 

organized way to carry out cleansing process. G.Castellano et 

al.,[5]presented a tool called LODAP to preprocess the 

weblog. The tool has the graphical wizard to categorize the 

web log. Vijayashri et al.,[6] suggests an algorithm to remove 

the un related entries and filter the useful data from web log. 

V.Chithraa et al.,[8] has done a survey on the preprocessing 

technique and pattern discovery from web log. Fang yuankang 

et al.,[9] proposed an algorithm for the session identification 

based on frame page and page threshold. 

III. LOG FILE FORMAT 

There are three log file formats are in practice for the 

storage of web logs. They are W3C extended log file format, 

Microsoft IIS log file format and National center for 

supercomputing applications (NCSA) log format. All file 

formats are ASCII text format[10][11]. The features of formats 

are as follows: 

A. W3C Extended log file format 

It is a customizable format. User can limit the log size by 

avoiding unwanted fields in the log files. It is widely in use for 

the storage of web log. 

B. Microsoft IIS log format 

It is a fixed format but stores more information than NCSA 

format. It will give important information like elapsed time of 

the request and other usage details of the user. 

C. NCSA log format 

It is a fixed format and stores general information of usage 

details of user. FTP sites cannot use this format to store the 

usage information. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Web log file 

IV. TYPES OF USERS 

The research work divides the users into three categories 

and they are frequent, potential and synthetic users. 

A. Frequent users 

This kind of user will do more number of visits to the 

webpage and try to store or interact with the website. Giving 

feedback, sending queries and doing transactions with the 

website will make a user to visit the site once again. Those 

users should be treated separately from other kind of users. If 

the website treats them like a normal user, they cannot stay as 

a long time user for the site. Normally, post method involves  

Fig. 3 Types of users 

in storing, querying and other interactive activities with the  

users.  The data involved with post method should be 

segregated for the pattern generation process. This will help 

website to know the browsing pattern of the frequent users. 

B. Potential users 

This kind of users simply visits the webpage and not 

involved in any transactions with the website. These users will 

become frequent user if the website makes them involved in 

any transactions by presenting information to grasp their 

attention. There is a difference between potential and frequent 

users, for example, two customer visits the super market every 
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day, first customer buys something on his visit and second 

customer simply visits every day and not involved in any 

purchase activity. The supermarket has to treat two customers 

differently. They should take care of the second customer and 

make him/ her to buy something on the next visit and treat the 

first customer to repeat the same thing on the next visit. If the 

supermarket treats two customers equally there is a probability 

of losing either first or second customer. As per the web log 

concerned, there is a way to fetch the potential users‘ data. Get 

and Head method used to present the information without 

involving user into any transaction.  During Data preprocess 

phase, Potential users‘ data can be segregated easily from the 

web log.[12][13] 

C. Synthetic users 

Search engine often access the websites to improve the 

search process. Users uses portal or search engine to browse 

the website. These types of accessing users are categorized as 

synthetic users. These categories of users are not directly 

related to a website. They are artificial because they came 

through a portal to the website. There is a chance of converting 

this user into a potential user. The new web log format has the 

facility to know the user entry into the website. The robot and 

search engine accessibility should be filtered out in the Data 

preprocess phase. Most of the websites uses captcha code to 

differentiate users from the robot.[14][15] 

V. METHODOLOGY 

Data preprocessing and transformation are the processes to 

be carried out before the mining process. Usually weblog 

contain more noisy data like incomplete data about the 

transaction, image files downloaded by the machine, error 

page returned by the server, unwanted http status code 

generated by the web server. During the transactions, web 

server may store incomplete data.  When a page is requested 

from the server by the user then files related to the requested 

page will be sent to the user machine like image files, 

advertisements, and other concerned files of the server. Image 

files are added advantage for the presentation not for the 

information. Data preprocess will filter the useful data for the 

mining process.[16][17]The complete data can be easily 

retrieved by the method of filters. The process of removing the 

incomplete data consume more time because of the huge 

volume of data stored in the web server. The selection of 

related data saves time than removing unrelated data from the 

web log. 

User identification is a tedious process of web mining.[18] 

The selection of user for the same session depends upon many 

criteria. Differentiating web robots and crawlers are also to be 

carried out to get the precise users of the web page. [19][20] 

Steps to be carried out in Data preprocess and 

Transformation 

1. Remove noisy data from weblog. 

2. Identify data using constraints. 

3. Filter useful data from weblog. 

4. Identify sessions and eliminate robots and crawler data. 

5. Identify users using IP address and session conditions. 

6. Transform data into numerical format. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To evaluate the data process and transformation technique 

proposed in the research, dataset of Clarknet from the 

repository itu.edu have been deployed. The data had collected 

for the period of 7 days (from 28.8.1995 to 3.9.1995). The 

dataset consists of 1048576 entries in the log file. Old data 

have been used for the research to show the effectiveness of 

the proposed research. The dataset have image files, error 

returned entries and other incomplete data. A total of 21695 

records of status code 404 removed during the cleaning 

process. 206 records associated with incomplete data have 

been removed from the dataset. 
 

TABLE I 

INITIAL PHASE OF DATA PREPROCESS 

Process Records 

Dataset 1048576 

404 – Status code 21695 

Incomplete Data 206 
 

The following table shows the data about the http methods 

retrieved from the dataset. 
TABLE II 

METHOD ENTRIES IN DATASET 

Methods Records 

Get & Head 236376 

Post 1470 
 

The following table shows the data about the users found from 

the data given in the Table II. Users are identified using 

Session and Ip address of the user machines. 
 

TABLE III 

USERS OF WEBSITE 

Types of 

Users 

Number of 

Users 

Frequent 98490 

Potential 1200 

Synthetic 0 
 

The synthetic user category has 0(zero) records because the 

dataset has only web robot entries and there is no data 

associated with portals. 

Data transformation is the final phase of the research. The 

letter ‗s‘ used in between numbers shows the pages visited by 

the user and the letter ‗n‘ shows the end of the user activity 

with the website. The letters associated with numerical format 

useful to reduce the complexity of generation of the pattern. 

 

 
                       

                   Fig. 4 Numerical pattern of users 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Web mining is the web marketing tool to provide customers 

to the website. Web log is the source for the WUM to generate 

the pattern of the visitors. Pattern generation and evaluation is 

the discovery phase of the web mining. Data preprocess and 

transformations are the important phase for the web mining. 

The research proposed the preprocessing and transformation 

technique and results show the effectiveness of the work. Data 

transformation is used to protect the user data from malicious 

activity. The future work will be the pattern generation and 

evaluation of web log. 
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